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Current Contents /Cfinical 14atice-

A New TOO1for Optimum Selection

A physician once summed up

his attitude toward the “science
information problem” in these
words: “The volume of the lit era-
ture in any branch of science is
large, but especially so in medi-
cine. To make matters worse, not
a day passes that more articles
aren’t thrown onto what is already
a veritable mountain of material
. . . There is just too little time
and too much to read. ”

The physician was Wilhelm
Ploucquet, and what I have quo-

ted he wrote in Latin in 1793.1
Thus, we should be able to appre-

ciate that the “information ex-
plosion” is by no means a recent
phenomenon. “Current aware-
ness’ ‘--keeping up with importan
developments in one’s field-de-
pends, as it did in ploucquet’s
day, upon use of the current

journal literature. But the battle

against professional obsolescence
depends not primarily upon how
much one reads or has time to
read, but upon an awareness of
what there is to choose from. The
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problem is one of selection. It is

this type of “current awareness”

that 1S1 o hopes to improve for

practicing physicians and their

colleagues with publication of

Current Contents/Clinical Practice.
The first issue of this new edition

of Current Contents will appear

January 3, 1973.

CC e lClinical Practice will al-
low the reader to cover the pri-

mary clinical literature in about

half an hour every week. Each

weekly issue of CC/CP will re-
produce the contents pages from

the latest issues of the 700 journ-

als it will cover. In addition,

each issue will contain a Weekly

Subject Index, which will allow
the reader to pinpoint specific
subjects. There will also be an
Author Index and Address Direc-

tory to facilitate ordering of re-

prints. Addresses in the Direc-

tory-and in all other IS1 services

as well--will be expanded beyond
the format now used so as to in-
clude any and all information
supplied in the journal.
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A great deal has been said dur-
ing the past few years about the
inadequacy of medical informa-

tion systems. 1S1’s resources in

the collection and organization of

medical research information are

unrivaled. In fact, some research

scientists have described 1S1’s

Current Contents as one of Amer-

ica’s great contributions to world-

wide medical science. Now 1S1 is

extending its expertise to the

practitioner’s needs in a practical

fashion. While Cur-rent Contents/

Clinical practice may not revo-
lutionize the practice of medicine,

we suspect it may revolutionize

the reading habits of physicians,

just as it has those of research

scientists.

The forthcoming publication

of CC/Clinical practice was first
announced in an editorial in
these pages in August 1972.2 That

editorial apparently created some

confusion regarding our coverage

policies. The publication of CC/

Clinical practice does not mean

any significant change in the
coverage of Current Contents/

Life Sciences. CC/LS will con-

tinue to cover the core clinical
journals as part of its extensive
coverage of the biomedical and

related sciences. The new CC/
Clinical Practice is intended for
present readers of CC/LS who
require a much broader clinical
coverage. It is primarily intended

for new readers whose time, work,
and interests are strictly clinically
oriented.

Very few professions present
an information problem with the
scope and urgency of that which

faces the medical practitioner. His
is an immediate and practical

problem, and Current Contents/
Clinical Practice will help him use
to best advantage the time he
must give to the “continuing
education” that is a health work-
er’s daily responsibility.

1. Ploucquet, W.G. Initia biblio-

theca medico-practica et chir-
urgica realis sive repertorii
medicinae practicae et chir-
urgicae.
(Tubingen; Cotta, 1793-1797,
8 v.).

2. Garfield, E. 1S1 announces
forthcoming publication of CC/

CP-<urrent Contenfs/Clinical

Practice. Current Con tents No.

32, August 9, 1972, p. 5-10.
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